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1. Introduction  

1.1 Context 

UGL CPB JV has engaged pitt&sherry to develop the concept design of the Hughenden camp for the construction of the 

CopperString 2032 project. 

A stormwater management plan has been requested to support the planning and approvals processes. 

This stormwater management plan report addresses the proposed temporary Camp and Laydown Areas at Hughenden, 

Queensland, which will remain on location for about five years. 

1.2 Objectives 

The objectives of this Stormwater Management Plan report are to demonstrate that the concept design of the temporary 

Camp and Laydown Areas complies with the Planning Framework, which is described further in Section 2. 

1.3 Construction and operation phases of temporary camps 

Many of the guidelines, standards and planning instruments relate to permanent infrastructure in its operational phase, 

with the implied assumption that the construction phase is relatively short, and the operational phase extends into an 

indefinite future. In this case, it is proposed to construct temporary infrastructure that is expected to operate up to about 

five years. For the purposes of this Stormwater Management Plan, the following definitions are applied: 

• The construction phase refers to the construction or initial set-up of the temporary infrastructure; and 

• The operation phase follows the construction phase of the temporary infrastructure and extends to the 

decommissioning of the infrastructure, which is expected in a timeframe of about five years. 

The temporary camps, laydown areas, etc. are therefore defined as permanent infrastructure for the purposes of 

interpreting the various planning requirements and conditions. 
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2. Planning Framework 

2.1 State Planning Policy 2017 – Construction Phase Stormwater Management 

Design Objectives 

Appendix 2 of the State Planning Policy 2017 includes Stormwater Management Design Objectives for drainage control, 

which are reproduced in Appendix A, Table 4 and Figure 4. 

Table 4 has been extended to show the proposed design responses to each of the desired outcomes. 

Part 2 of the State Planning Policy 2017 requires drainage structures to be designed for 10%AEP (10-year ARI). Part 3 

requires emergency spillways to basins to be designed for 2%AEP.  

2.2 State Planning Policy 2017 – Post Construction Phase Stormwater 

Management Design Objectives 

Appendix 2 of the State Planning Policy 2017 includes Stormwater Management Design Objectives for reductions in 
mean annual load from unmitigated development. The design objectives for Western Queensland are reproduced in 
Appendix A, Table 5  which has been expanded to include the proposed design responses. 

2.3 Coordinator General’s Evaluation Report on the EIS 

The Coordinator General’s Evaluation Report on the EIS recommends conditions for approval conditions, which include 

stormwater management, erosion and sediment control. 

Condition 27 is summarised in Appendix A, Table 6, which has been expanded to show the proposed design response 

outlined in this report. 

Condition 28 refers to an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (ESCP), which is the subject of a separate report. 

Condition 29 refers to stormwater and flooding at the existing railway corridor. An existing railway corridor exists at this 

site in the form of the Great Northern Railway, which passes south of the Camp. This railway is protected by proposed  

drains. Points of discharge from the Camp are directed to Station Creek, which follows an established path across the 

rail corridor via existing railway culverts or bridges. 

2.4 Project EIS 

The Project EIS has been published on the web portal of the State Development Infrastructure, Local Government and 
Planning (www.statedevelopment.qld.gov.au/coordinator-general/assessments-and-approvals/coordinated-
projects/completed-projects/copperstring-project/copperstring-projects-eis-documents). Volume 2 Chapter 9 refers to 
Water resources and water quality. The EIS’s recommendations and actions that refer to temporary camps and laydown 
areas are summarised in Appendix A, Table 7 which has been expanded to show the proposed design response in this 
Stormwater Management Plan. 

2.5 Shire of Flinders Planning Scheme 2017 

The local planning scheme is the Shire of Flinders Planning Scheme 2017, which is available through Council’s web 

portal (www.flinders.qld.gov.au/downloads/file/257/shire-of-flinders-planning-scheme---v11---28-february-2018pdf). 

The requirements of the local planning scheme that refer to temporary camps and laydown areas are summarised in 
Appendix A, Table 8 which has been expanded to show the proposed design response in this Stormwater Management 
Plan. 
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3. Site description 

3.1 Location 

The site is located within Flinders Shire, Queensland.  

The facility at Hughenden comprises a temporary Camp and associated facilities adjacent Flinders Highway to the east, 

as shown in Appendix C Figure 01.  

3.2 Current land use 

Current land use comprises undeveloped land. An aerial image with 1m contours of the current landform is shown in 

Appendix C Figure 02. 

3.3 Climate 

According to the Bureau of Meteorology1 for Hughenden Post Office (Site number 030024, 20.84°S 144.20°E), the site is 

subject to increased rainfall over the summer period from December to March. Average monthly rainfalls reduce 

considerably through the dry season between April and October. The yearly annual rainfall is 491.0mm. The average 

monthly rainfall and temperature are plotted in Figure 1, below. 

 

 
Figure 1: Monthly average rainfall and temperature 

  

 
1 Climate statistics for Australian locations (bom.gov.au) accessed 14-08-2023 
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3.4 Topography and drainage 

The topography shown in Figures 2 and 3 in Appendix C was derived from the digital elevation model (DEM) data 

downloaded from the ELVIS web portal, using the SRTM data (the best available). The SRTM data is derived from 

Shuttle Radar imagery and has a vertical accuracy of about ±9.5m, which only provides a coarse approximation of true 

ground levels. More detailed investigations for Hughenden must include further, more detailed survey, such as low-level 

LiDAR.  

The current ground surface slopes in a southerly direction at a slope of about 2%. 

3.5 Project works 

Subject to additional land requests, the project works comprise the following: 

• Temporary Camp which occupies part of an area of about 17.1 ha 

• An access crossing over Station Creek 

• Temporary Laydown Area, which occupies a portion of the camp area 

• Access roads to local roads; and 

• Associated services and utilities. 
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4. Stormwater management 

4.1 Hydrology 

4.1.1 Site specific rainfall data 

Site specific rainfall data were acquired from the Bureau of Meteorology’s web portal. The 2016 intensity-frequency-

duration (IFD) data for the site are summarised in Appendix B. 

4.1.2 Catchment runoff 

Catchments for the Camp and Laydown areas were delineated by using the existing terrain data and likely points of 

discharge to receiving drainage paths and watercourses, as shown in Figure 03 in Appendix C. The sizes of detention 

basins at each of the points of discharge were estimated by using the Swinburne method with peak flows estimated from 

the Rational Method according to the Queensland Urban Drainage Manual. The parameters in Table 1 were used.  

The runoff coefficient used for the existing areas relates to undeveloped land, although much of the truck parking area 

comprises compacted gravel. There are no clear guidelines on what value to assign to the runoff coefficient for 

compacted gravel, which could be as low as undeveloped land. The strategy adopted for this analysis is to use the 

lowest likely value for the existing areas as this will result in the greatest difference between existing and developed (with 

Temporary Camp and Laydown Area) and so yield the largest likely required volume for the detention basins. 

Existing catchment hydrology is preserved by controlling interaction of site runoff with nearby tributaries. This is achieved 

through the proposed drainage network and water quality treatment measures, described below.  

No allowance has been made for Climate change in the calculations for catchment runoff because the full effects of 

Climate change will not eventuate within the lifespan of the temporary camp. It is acknowledged that partial effects may 

eventuate, but they are expected to be much less than the limits of accuracy in the calculations. 

Table 1: Drainage design parameters 

Parameter Value 

Design storm 10%AEP 

Time of concentration for all areas 5.0 minutes 

Existing areas 

Fraction impervious for all areas  

C10 runoff coefficient for all areas 

 

0.0 

0.7 

Camp and Laydown areas 

Fraction impervious for all areas  

C10 runoff coefficient for all areas 

 

0.9 

1.0 
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4.2 Stormwater management measures 

4.2.1 Diversion of external catchments 

Runoff from upslope areas in external catchments will be diverted around the site by external diversion drains so that 

stormwater runoff from these areas will not enter the site.  

The external diversion drains will generally comprise channels. The drainage system will be designed with appropriate 

hydraulic capacity and the surface treatment of the drains will be checked for sufficient scour protection. The drainage 

system will be designed for 10%AEP flows. A generic design is described in Section 4.2.10 

In flat terrain, channels will be generally excavated below adjacent ground levels to improve the drainage to the off-site 

land adjacent to the site. Diversion bunds or above-ground structures will not generally be used, because they could 

cause water to be retained on adjacent land, worsening flooding there.  

Concept arrangements for diversion channels at the site perimeters are shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Concept design for diversion channels at site perimeters 
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4.2.2 Control of stormwater pollutants at source 

Pollutants will be controlled at source by the following strategies and practices: 

• Use appropriate surface sealing (e.g. road gravels, vegetation, bitumen etc) to cover ground 

• Use grass-lined channels for internal drainage 

• Provide porous check dams in internal drainage channels to trap silt and litter 

• Use appropriate means to collect and dispose of litter 

• Use water of adequate water quality for dust suppression 

• Treat dirty water captured in first flush sumps and washdowns etc. prior to use on site 

• Contain runoff from areas with a high risk of spillage to prevent unauthorised release to the environment 

• Maintain the facilities and their drainage in good condition by applying the site inspection and monitoring 

described in Section 4.2.3; and 

• Refer to the Hughenden Camp Report Section 10.6 (CU2-HU00-REP-PAS-100-0002) for further information 

about surface finishes for different camp hub use areas. 

4.2.3 Vehicle refuelling 

Vehicle refuelling will be carried out in specially engineered facilities that will be paved and bunded for the containment 

and capture of spillages. Fuel and oil spillages will be captured in suitable tanks with wastes to be pumped out and 

disposed of at an appropriate disposal facility. No fuel or oil will be allowed to escape into receiving drainage or creek 

systems. 

Fuel tanks should be stored on impervious surfaces with bunds to contain spills. The storage facility should be 

engineered to provide safe access and sufficient structural/geotechnical bearing capacity during spill events, whether 

storage is above or below ground. 

4.2.4 Effluent Irrigation 

Where provided, effluent irrigation areas will require stormwater drainage control including upstream diversions to 

minimise runoff effects. 

4.2.5 Treatment plants (Water and Wastewater) 

Treatment plants will be protected from excess overland flow with diversion drains and elevated pads. Chemicals used in 

the treatment process will be stored in areas protected from rainfall and runoff such that spillages are not able to enter 

the environment. 

4.2.6 Waste storage area 

The camp hub waste storage area will have concrete bunded slabs to contain waste matter and incidental seepage. The 

bunded areas will include diversion drains to exclude external runoff. 

4.2.7 Maintenance workshops 

Maintenance workshops will include roofed structures for shade and reduction of rainfall catchment. Any fuel and oil 

spillages will be contained within a bunded concrete slab and runoff diverted to suitable separator tanks with wastes to 

be pumped out and disposed of at an appropriate disposal facility. No fuel or oil will be allowed to escape into receiving 

drainage or creek systems. 
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4.2.8 Vehicle washdown 

Vehicle washdown will be carried out in specially engineered facilities that will be paved and bunded for the containment 

capture and reuse of washdown water. Experience suggests that these facilities will require a net import of water and 

they will not be permitted to overflow into receiving drainage or creek systems. Washdown sumps will be cleaned by 

excavating accumulated silt and mud, which will be disposed of in an appropriate manner, such as controlled stockpiling 

on site. 

4.2.9 Site inspection and monitoring 

Site inspections and monitoring should be carried out during the construction and operational phases of the temporary 

camp as follows: 

• Daily site inspections 

o Check all drainage and sediment control measures 

o Check for excessive accumulation of sediment, and clean out as required 

o Check all points of discharge 

• Weekly site inspections, in addition to daily inspections 

o Check oil, fuel and chemical storage facilities 

• Within 24 hours of forecast or expected rain 

o Check all drainage and sediment control measures 

o Check all temporary flow diversion works  

• After rainfall that produces runoff 

o Check all drainage and sediment control measures; and 

o Check for excessive accumulation of sediment, and clean out as required. 

4.2.10 Internal drainage 

An internal drainage system will convey stormwater runoff to the points of discharge for end-of-line treatment. Most of the 

system will comprise open channels, which will be augmented by pipes and culverts where the drainage path crosses 

internal roads and footpaths. The internal drainage system will be designed with appropriate hydraulic capacity and the 

surface treatment of the drains will be checked for sufficient scour protection. The internal drainage system will be 

designed for 10%AEP flows. 

A generic design for the drainage channels was developed for a conceptual drain with the highest 10%AEP flow and a 

typical gradient. Several linings were tested, which affected the roughness (and size of channel) and velocities or bed 

shear stresses. It was found that bare earth was likely to be scoured. Grass lining was unlikely to survive the dry season 

and cannot be used reliably as scour protection. The smallest stone size that would provide the required shear 

resistance was gravel with D50 = 60mm. The outcomes of the calculations are summarised in Table 3. A sketch of the 

generic design is shown in Figure 3. 
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Table 2: Design of drainage channel with highest 10%AEP flows 

Parameter Value Notes 

Design flow case 10%AEP Set by State Planning Policy 2017 

Design flow 1.08 m³/s  

Channel gradient 0.007 m/m  

Channel side slopes 1 in 4  

Channel bed width 1.0 m  

Required lining Gravel D50 = 60mm Shear stress resistance = 38N/m² 

Manning’s n for lining 0.028 Calculated from gravel grading and 

depth of flow 

Channel velocity 1.13 m/s  

Bed shear stress 24 N/m² Less than shear resistance of lining 

 

4.2.11 End-of-line treatment control basins 

Control basins are proposed at the points of discharge around the perimeter of the Camp and Laydown Area. The 

functions of the control basins include the following: 

• Mitigation of peak flows 

• Sedimentation of suspended solids and entrapment of litter 

• Distribution of flows into receiving drainage systems or watercourses to reduce the risk of scour; and 

• End-of-line entrapment of any fuel, oil or chemicals that could be spilled within the site. 

The flat terrain around the site makes it difficult to provide sufficient depth within control basins for effective storage and 

settlement of sediment. A concept design has been developed that uses gabions arranged around an excavated sump. 

The bottom half of the gabion is lined with a permeable geotextile that allows water to filter out into the receiving 

watercourse. This arrangement spreads out the discharge from the basin, thus reducing the risk that a concentrated flow, 

such as the discharge from a pipe or orifice outlet, would cause erosion. The control basin includes a silt fence at the 

entry to still flows entering the sump, which assists with the settlement of sediment within the basin. A concept sketch is 

shown in Figure 3. 

An alternative approach is to excavate deeper sumps for the basins and to use pumps to remove water after storm 

events. 

Rational Method calculations for each of the existing and developed (with temporary camp and laydown areas) 

catchments are included in Appendix C. The sizes of the control basins were estimated using the Swinburne Method (by 

Bruce Bowditch and Dr. Donald Phillips at the Swinburne University of Technology) and a summary of the outcomes is 

shown in Table 3. 

The details of the control basins, including the designs of emergency spillways may be developed further in the detailed 

design stage of the works. It is noted that the emergency spillways must be designed for 2%AEP (50-year ARI) flows. 

Control basins will generally discharge into existing stormwater drainage and natural drainage paths.  
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Table 3: Summary of results of Swinburne Calculation for control basins 

Point of 

discharge 

Catchment 

area (ha) 

Critical 

duration 

(min) 

Max 

inflow 

(m³/s) 

Required 

volume of 

basin (m³) 

Assumed 

depth of 

basin (m) 

Required 

area of 

basin (m²) 

Vol / Area 

(m³/ha) 

Basin01 8.2 20 2.6 935 0.5 1870 114 

Basin02 0.3 20 0.1 38 0.5 76 114 

 

 

Figure 3: Concept design of control basin at point of discharge 

4.3 Stormwater quality management 

An erosion and sediment control plan (ESCP) will be described in a separate report for the purpose of managing 

earthworks during construction of the camp.  

The proposed Camp and Laydown Areas are temporary facilities that will operate for the construction phase of the 

CopperString 2032 project. However, for the purposes of this stormwater management plan, the facilities are regarded as 

permanent development. 

The Coordinator General’s condition 27 requires pre-treatment measures prior to discharge of surface water runoff.  

The State Planning Policy 2017 sets out water quality objectives (WQOs) for the region of Western Queensland as 

summarised in Appendix A, Table 5. 
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A Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) system would be needed to achieve these WQOs, which would typically 

include vegetated systems for the removal of pollutants, particularly dissolved nutrients. However, the practical difficulties 

in providing effective vegetated systems include the following: 

• The time required for the vegetated systems to become established could extend beyond the short life-span of 

the camp 

• The establishment of vegetation requires sufficient rain after planting, which may not be available if the camp is 

constructed in the dry season; and 

• The flat terrain does not allow for the hydraulic gradients needed for vertical infiltration through bio-retention 

systems and other common forms of water quality improvement measures. 

Because it is considered impractical to provide vegetated water sensitive urban design strategies to achieve the load-

based water quality objectives, the proposed strategy is to adopt best practice management, which includes the 

measures set out in Section 4.2. 

4.4 Deployment of stormwater management measures at this site 

A concept plan of the stormwater management measures is shown in Appendix C Figure 03. 

Diversion drains are required along the northern perimeter to intercept stormwater runoff approaching the site from high 

ground to the north, as follows: 

• Diversion Drains 011 and 012 convey runoff from external catchments around the site to Station Creek; and 

Internal drains are required to convey stormwater runoff from internal areas to control basins at points of discharge as 

follows: 

• Drain011 and Drain 012 convey runoff from Catchment C01 to Control Basin 01, which discharges to Station 

Creek 

• Drain021 conveys runoff from Catchment C02 to Control Basin 02, which discharges to Station Creek. 

Catchment C02 includes a laydown area for environmental materials and is accessed by an access road 

crossing of Station Creek; and 
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5. Extents of creek and river flooding 

The Shire of Flinders Planning scheme includes a map of the 100 year ARI flood hazard area around Hughenden 

(Overlay Map FL-001). The area denoted as flood hazard area was included in the location plan in Appendix C Figure 1. 

It appears that the extents of flooding were derived from modelling that used the coarse SRTM terrain model and they 

may not be accurate. More reliable flood mapping could be developed using a higher-resolution terrain model, such as 

that derived from LiDAR survey.  

6. Conclusions 

This stormwater management plan report describes concept practices and engineered works that will ensure that the 

proposed development complies with the requirements for stormwater quantity and quality management set out in the 

planning framework. 

Further investigations should include more detailed terrain survey, such as low level LiDAR. 

7. Certification 

This report has been prepared by a Registered Professional Engineer of Queensland (RPEQ) and reviewed in 

accordance with the internal QA procedures of pitt&sherry.  
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Important information about your report  

In some circumstances the scope of services may have been limited by a range of factors such as time, budget, access 

and/or site disturbance constraints. The Report may only be used and relied on by the Client for the purpose set out in 

the Report. Any use which a third party makes of this document, or any reliance on or decisions to be made based on it, 

is the responsibility of the Client or such third parties. 

The services undertaken by pitt&sherry in connection with preparing the Report were limited to those specifically detailed 

in the report and are subject to the restrictions, limitations and exclusions set out in the Report. The Report’s accuracy is 

limited to the time period and circumstances existing at the time the Report was prepared.  The opinions, conclusions 

and any recommendations in the Report are based on conditions encountered and information reviewed at the date of 

preparation of the Report. pitt&sherry has no responsibility or obligation to update the Report to account for events or 

changes occurring after the date that the report was prepared. If such events or changes occurred after the date that the 

report was prepared render the Report inaccurate, in whole or in part, pitt&sherry accepts no responsibility, and disclaims 

any liability whatsoever for any injury, loss or damage suffered by anyone arising from or in connection with their use of, 

reliance upon, or decisions or actions based on the Report, in whole or in part, for whatever purpose.  
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Table 4: State Planning Policy 2017 Appendix 2 Stormwater management design objectives for drainage control 

Issue Desired outcomes Design response 

Drainage control 1. Manage stormwater flows around or 

through areas of exposed soil to 

avoid contamination. 

Minimise areas of exposed soil by using 

appropriate surface treatments. 

Use interception or diversion drainage 

channels to divert up-slope runoff from 

entering the Camp and Laydown areas. 

Construct detention basins, as required, to 

mitigate outflows from Camp and Laydown 

areas. 

2. Manage sheet flows in order to avoid 

or minimise the generation of rill or 

gully erosion. 

Construct adequate drainage within Camp and 

Laydown areas. 

3. Provide stable concentrated flow 

paths to achieve the construction 

phase stormwater management 

design objectives for temporary 

drainage works (part 2). 

Design drainage channels and outlets to 

detention basin with appropriate linings to 

prevent scour 

4. Provide emergency spillways for 

sediment basins to achieve the 

construction phase stormwater 

management design objectives for 

emergency spillways on temporary 

sediment basins (part 3) 

Design emergency spillways for 2%AEP (50 

year ARI) outflows, as required in Part 3. 

 

 

Figure 4: State Planning Policy Appendix 2 Parts 2 and 3 

 

  



 

 

Table 5: State Planning Policy 2017 Appendix 2 Stormwater management design objectives for water quality 

Climatic region Design Objectives – Reductions in mean annual 

load 
Design response 

Western 

Queensland 

TSS = 85% reduction 

TP = 60% reduction 

TN = 45% reduction 

GP (>5mm) = 90% reduction 

See Section 4.3 

 Waterway stability; limit the peak 1-year ARI event 

discharge within the receiving waterway to pre-

development peak 1-year ARI discharge 

Attenuation of peak flows is achieved 

by the construction of end-of-line 

control basins, which are described in 

Section 4.2. 

 

Table 6: Coordinator General’s recommended conditions for stormwater management 

Issue Desired outcomes Design response 

Stormwater 

management, 

erosion and 

sediment 

control; 

Condition 27 

(a) Prior to commencement of works at each 

location/for each stage, prepare a Stormwater 

Drainage Management Plan (SDMP) for the 

location/stage, certified by a Registered 

Professional Engineer of Queensland. 

This report comprises the SDMP for 

this site, and it is certified by an RPEQ. 

(b) The SDMP must be consistent with 

stormwater quality and quantity management 

measures detailed in the project EIS and any 

required updates during detailed design, and 

must demonstrate the following: 

See Section 2.4 for Project EIS. 

(I) A stormwater drainage strategy The stormwater drainage strategy is 

outlined in this report. 

(II) Detail of the stormwater drainage system 

including any proposed pre-treatment 

measures prior to discharge of surface 

water runoff  

This report provides a concept design 

that includes pre-treatment measures 

prior to discharge. 

(III) No actionable nuisance to adjoining and 

downstream properties 

This report provides a concept design 

that includes mitigation measures for 

actionable nuisance. 

(IV) Compliance with the State Planning 

Policy (SPP) water quality benchmarks 

This report provides a concept design 

that includes water quality treatment. 

(c) Submit a copy of the SDMP to DSDILGP 

(infrastructuredesignation@dsdilgo.qld.gov.au) 

To be actioned following the 

completion of this report. 

(d) Implement best practice stormwater quantity 

and quality measures in accordance with the 

SDMP 

To be actioned by the Constructor. 

 

  



 

 

Table 7: Recommendations of EIS that relate to temporary camps and laydown areas 

Source Recommendation Design response 

Table 9-11 

Potential water 

resource and 

water quality 

impacts 

Temporary camps/laydowns 

Erosion and sedimentation from exposed soils causing 

elevated turbidity and total suspended solids (TSS) in 

surface water. 

Addressed in Erosion and Sediment 

Control Plan, which is a separate 

document. 

Table 9-11 

Potential water 

resource and 

water quality 

impacts 

Temporary camps/laydowns 

Modification/removal of surface water feature terrestrial 

and aquatic fauna habitat due to deposition of sediment 

as a result of erosion and sedimentation. 

Construction of control basins at points 

of discharge, where necessary to 

mitigate the risk 

Table 9-11 

Potential water 

resource and 

water quality 

impacts 

Temporary camps/laydowns 

Surface/groundwater contamination from accidental 

spills/leaks from plant and equipment. 

Construction of control basins at points 

of discharge, where necessary to 

mitigate the risk 

Table 9-11 

Potential water 

resource and 

water quality 

impacts 

Temporary camps/laydowns 

Surface/groundwater contamination from poor quality 

water used in dust suppression. 

Source control, see Section 4.2 

Table 9-11 

Potential water 

resource and 

water quality 

impacts 

Temporary camps/laydowns 

Acute and chronic effects on terrestrial and aquatic 

flora and fauna due to degradation of downstream or 

underling water quality (e.g. elevated turbidity, 

contaminants) (i.e. environmental values and water 

quality objectives). 

Provide water quality treatment at 

control basins at points of discharge, 

where necessary to mitigate the risk 

Table 9-11 

Potential water 

resource and 

water quality 

impacts 

Temporary camps/laydowns 

Flood/stormwater damage to temporary 

camps/laydowns e.g., refuelling, storage, waste, wash 

bay area resulting in offsite surface water and/or 

underlying groundwater contamination. 

Design engineered drainage systems 

with adequate capacity and resistance 

to scour. 

Table 9-11 

Potential water 

resource and 

water quality 

impacts 

Temporary camps/laydowns 

Alteration of existing flood/stormwater behaviours (e.g., 

concentration of flows) impacting local or State 

controlled roads and railways or other adjoining 

properties and their buildings and infrastructure. 

Design engineered drainage systems 

with adequate capacity and resistance 

to scour. 

Table 9-11 

Potential water 

resource and 

water quality 

impacts 

Temporary camps/laydowns 

Surface/groundwater water contamination from 

improper treated effluent irrigation from construction 

camp STPs. 

Waste water treatment is addressed in 

a separate report. 



 

 

Source Recommendation Design response 

Table 9-11 

Potential water 

resource and 

water quality 

impacts 

Surface water use in construction and temporary 

camps. 

Altered surface water flow regimes (volumes and 

quality) for surface water features affecting existing 

user rights (e.g., local Council and its customers, 

landholders, and industry). 

Flow regimes in creeks and rivers are 

unlikely to be affected. For example, 

the temporary camps are unlikely to 

affect flows into current water storages 

and reservoirs.  

Table 9-11 

Potential water 

resource and 

water quality 

impacts 

Surface water use in construction and temporary 

camps. 

Altered surface water flow regimes (volumes and 

quality) for surface water features affecting ecological 

processes and cultural values (i.e., environmental 

values and water quality objectives) 

Flow regimes in creeks and rivers are 

unlikely to be affected. For example, 

the temporary camps are unlikely to 

affect flows into major creeks and 

rivers. 

Table 9-13 

Summary of 

mitigation and 

management 

measures 

Construction and operations  

Clean construction camp/laydown stormwater captured 

on site will be reused for irrigation, dust suppression or 

passed through appropriately sized sediment basins 

before being discharged. Dirty water captured in first 

flush/sumps/washdowns will not be used in for irrigation 

or dust suppression unless passed through appropriate 

treatment facilities and tested prior to reuse or disposed 

offsite as regulated waste. 

Tanks will be used to capture roof-

water. 

Dirty water captured in sumps etc will 

be treated prior to use on site, see 

Section 4.2. 

Table 9-13 

Summary of 

mitigation and 

management 

measures 

Construction and operations  

Laydowns will include designated refuelling and 

washdown areas such that potential contaminating 

activities and substances are appropriately contained 

and to prevent unauthorised release to the 

environment. General wash bay design criteria are 

provided in Volume 3 Appendix U Concept Biosecurity 

Plan. 

Runoff from high-risk areas will be 

contained and captured, see Section 

4.2. 

Appendix U simply states, in Section 

1.4.3 

Temporary cleandown facilities shall 

be designed and constructed to ensure 

adequate separation of vehicle treads 

with the material being washed down, 

an adequate drainage system to 

contain all cleandown materials as well 

as enabling cleandown material to be 

periodically cleaned out and disposed 

Table 9-14  

Risk 

assessment 

summary 

Temporary camps/laydowns high unmitigated risk 

Flood/stormwater damage to temporary 

camps/laydowns e.g., refuelling, storage, waste, wash 

bay area resulting in offsite surface water and/or 

underlying groundwater contamination. 

Design engineered drainage systems 

with adequate capacity and resistance 

to scour. 

Conclusions Design temporary and permanent infrastructure with 

industry standard stormwater management controls. 

Design engineered drainage systems 

with adequate capacity and resistance 

to scour. Include control basins at 

points of discharge 

 

  



 

 

Table 8: Requirements of the Shire of Flinders Planning Scheme that relate to temporary camps and laydown areas 

Source Recommendation Design response 

Section 8.2.3 

Flood hazard 

overlay code 

Table 8.2.3.1 

Assessment 

benchmarks for 

assessable 

development 

and 

requirements 

for accepted 

development 

PO 1 

Building floors and essential infrastructure such as 

electricity supply, telecommunications and water supply 

are protected against the ingress of floodwater and 

maintain personal safety at all times. 

AO 1.1 

The minimum floor level for:  

• buildings and extensions to buildings; and 

• essential infrastructure such as electricity 

supply, telecommunications and water supply. 

is 300 millimetres above the 1 in 100 year annual 

recurrence interval (ARI). 

Parts of the site are affected by Flood 

Hazard Areas (100 year ARI), as 

shown in the mapping for the Shire of 

Flinders Planning Scheme. 

The proposed camp will include 

corridors to convey overland flow 

through the site. 

It is typical practice to raise the floors 

of temporary accommodation buildings 

above ground level, which should be 

sufficient to achieve the required 

clearance above flood levels. Further 

hydrological and hydraulic modelling is 

needed to determine the extents and 

depths of 1%AEP (100 year ARI) 

flooding. 

Section 8.2.3 

Flood hazard 

overlay code 

Table 8.2.3.1 

Assessment 

benchmarks for 

assessable 

development 

and 

requirements 

for accepted 

development 

PO 2 Development maintains:  

a) the flood characteristics and storage capacity 

of the subject site; and  

b) is resilient to flood events by ensuring that 

design and construction account for the 

potential risks of flooding. 

AO 2.2 Where development does occur within the 1 in 

100 year annual recurrence interval (ARI), the 

development does not increase the volume, velocity, 

concentration or flow path alignment of stormwater flow 

across sites upstream, downstream or in the general 

vicinity of the subject site. 

 

Parts of the site are affected by Flood 

Hazard Areas (100 year ARI), as 

shown in the mapping for the Shire of 

Flinders Planning Scheme. 

The proposed camp will include 

corridors to convey overland flow 

through the site. 

It is typical practice to raise the floors 

of temporary accommodation buildings 

above ground level, which should be 

sufficient to achieve the required 

clearance above flood levels. Further 

hydrological and hydraulic modelling is 

needed to determine the extents and 

depths of 1%AEP (100 year ARI) 

flooding. 

Control basins are provided at points 

of discharge to mitigate the risks of 

increased volume, velocity and 

concentration of stormwater discharge 

into receiving drainage paths and 

channels. 



 

 

Source Recommendation Design response 

Section 8.2.3 

Flood hazard 

overlay code 

Table 8.2.3.1 

Assessment 

benchmarks for 

assessable 

development 

only 

PO 1 Development must not directly, indirectly or 

cumulatively result in increased adverse flood impacts 

on sites upstream, downstream or in general vicinity of 

the subject site. 

The proposed camp will include 

corridors to convey overland flow 

through the site. 

Control basins are provided at points 

of discharge to mitigate the risks of 

increased volume, velocity and 

concentration of stormwater discharge 

into receiving drainage paths and 

channels. 

Section 8.2.3 

Flood hazard 

overlay code 

Table 8.2.3.1 

Assessment 

benchmarks for 

assessable 

PO 2 Development must not obstruct the free passage 

of water through a property. 

The proposed camp will include 

corridors to convey overland flow 

through the site. 

 

Section 8.2.3 

Flood hazard 

overlay code 

Table 8.2.3.1 

Assessment 

benchmarks for 

assessable 

PO 4 

Excavation and filling must not directly, indirectly or 

cumulatively result in increased adverse flood impacts 

on sites upstream, downstream or in general vicinity of 

the subject site. 

The proposed camp will include 

corridors to convey overland flow 

through the site. 

Control basins are provided at points 

of discharge to mitigate the risks of 

increased volume, velocity and 

concentration of stormwater discharge 

into receiving drainage paths and 

channels. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

IFD 

(Intensity Frequency Duration data) 

Appendix B 

  



 

 

 

  

Copyright Commonwealth of Australia 2016 Bureau of Meteorology (ABN 92 637 533 532)

IFD Design Rainfall Intensity (mm/h)

Issued: ########

Location Label:Hughenden

Requested coordinate:Latitude -20.8594 Longitude 144.1985

Nearest grid cell:Latitude 20.8625 (S)Longitude 144.1875 (E)

Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP)

Duration Duration in min63.20% 50% 20% 10% 5% 2% 1%

1 min 1 126 146 205 243 279 325 359

2 min 2 109 126 178 212 244 285 315

3 min 3 102 118 166 198 228 265 293

4 min 4 96.8 112 158 187 215 251 277

5 min 5 92.6 107 151 179 206 239 264

10 min 10 77.2 89.2 125 149 171 199 219

15 min 15 66.5 76.9 108 128 147 172 189

20 min 20 58.6 67.7 95.3 113 130 151 167

25 min 25 52.5 60.7 85.4 101 117 136 150

30 min 30 47.6 55 77.5 92 106 123 136

45 min 45 37.4 43.2 60.9 72.4 83.2 97 107

1 hour 60 31 35.8 50.4 59.9 68.9 80.2 88.6

1.5 hour 90 23.3 26.8 37.7 44.8 51.5 60 66.2

2 hour 120 18.8 21.6 30.3 36 41.3 48.1 53.1

3 hour 180 13.7 15.8 22 26.1 29.9 34.8 38.4

4.5 hour 270 9.93 11.4 15.8 18.7 21.5 25 27.6

6 hour 360 7.89 9.05 12.5 14.8 17 19.8 21.8

9 hour 540 5.73 6.55 9.07 10.7 12.3 14.3 15.8

12 hour 720 4.58 5.24 7.25 8.57 9.82 11.5 12.7

18 hour 1080 3.37 3.86 5.35 6.34 7.29 8.57 9.54

24 hour 1440 2.73 3.12 4.36 5.18 5.97 7.04 7.87

30 hour 1800 2.32 2.66 3.73 4.45 5.14 6.09 6.83

36 hour 2160 2.03 2.34 3.3 3.94 4.57 5.43 6.11

48 hour 2880 1.66 1.91 2.72 3.27 3.81 4.55 5.13

72 hour 4320 1.24 1.44 2.07 2.51 2.94 3.54 4.01

96 hour 5760 0.995 1.16 1.69 2.06 2.42 2.92 3.31

120 hour 7200 0.833 0.976 1.43 1.74 2.05 2.47 2.8

144 hour 8640 0.714 0.839 1.23 1.5 1.77 2.13 2.4

168 hour 10080 0.622 0.732 1.08 1.31 1.54 1.84 2.07
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Job No. P.22.1540 Date 7/09/2023
Job Name Copperstring Hughenden
Subject Stormwater Management
By Drew Wilson

Calculation Checked Arthur Bool
User inputs are in yellow cells Verified Martin Jacobs

Estimation of runoff by Rational Method in accordance with QUDM
https://www.dews.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/78128/qudm2013-provisional.pdf
Catchment area

Sub-catchment Area (ha) Fi Area x fi

C01 Existing 8.121 0% 0.000

TOTAL 8.121 0.00 0.000

C10 Values

Pervious area land description

Pervious soil permeability Low
1 hour 10 yr rainfall intensity 59.9 mm/hr From IFD data

Time of concentration
Components tc (mins)

Standard inlet time
5.0

Overland sheet flow (Friend's Equation)
Oveland sheet flow path length 0 m
Horton's n 0.045
Slope of surface (%) 3.0% 0.0
Channel or pipe flow time
Channel or pipe length 0 m
Mean velocity 0.70 m/s
Channel or pipe length 0 m
Mean velocity 1.00 m/s 0.0
TOTAL (minutes) 5.0
TOTAL (hours) 0.083

Rational Method Calculation
Flow case C10 Fy Cy i (mm/hr) A (ha) Q (m3/s)

Q001 0.70 0.80 0.56 92.60 8.121 1.17
Q002 0.70 0.85 0.60 107.00 8.121 1.44
Q005 0.70 0.95 0.67 151.00 8.121 2.27
Q010 0.70 1.00 0.70 179.00 8.121 2.83
Q020 0.70 1.05 0.74 206.00 8.121 3.42
Q050 0.70 1.15 0.81 239.00 8.121 4.34
Q100 0.70 1.20 0.84 264.00 8.121 5.00

Light cover bushland, or poor grass cover, or low density pasture, or low cover bare fallows

Road surfaces and paved areas

n = 0.045 Average grassed surface

https://pittsherry.sharepoint.com/sites/P.22.1540/Shared Documents/20 Investigation and Design/2.0 Civil/Hydro/SMP/04 Hughenden/Rational method to 
QUDM 04 Hughenden.xlsx\C01 Ex 8/09/2023



Job No. P.22.1540 Date 7/09/2023
Job Name Copperstring Hughenden
Subject Stormwater Management
By Drew Wilson

Calculation Checked Arthur Bool
User inputs are in yellow cells Verified Martin Jacobs

Estimation of runoff by Rational Method in accordance with QUDM
https://www.dews.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/78128/qudm2013-provisional.pdf
Catchment area

Sub-catchment Area (ha) Fi Area x fi

C01 Dev 8.121 90% 7.309

TOTAL 8.121 0.90 7.309

C10 Values

Pervious area land description

Pervious soil permeability Low
1 hour 10 yr rainfall intensity 59.9 mm/hr From IFD data

Time of concentration
Components tc (mins)

Standard inlet time
5.0

Overland sheet flow (Friend's Equation)
Oveland sheet flow path length 0 m
Horton's n 0.045
Slope of surface (%) 3.0% 0.0
Channel or pipe flow time
Channel or pipe length 0 m
Mean velocity 0.70 m/s
Channel or pipe length 0 m
Mean velocity 1.00 m/s 0.0
TOTAL (minutes) 5.0
TOTAL (hours) 0.083

Rational Method Calculation
Flow case C10 Fy Cy i (mm/hr) A (ha) Q (m3/s)

Q001 0.87 0.80 0.70 92.60 8.121 1.45
Q002 0.87 0.85 0.74 107.00 8.121 1.78
Q005 0.87 0.95 0.83 151.00 8.121 2.82
Q010 0.87 1.00 0.87 179.00 8.121 3.51
Q020 0.87 1.05 0.91 206.00 8.121 4.25
Q050 0.87 1.15 1.00 239.00 8.121 5.39
Q100 0.87 1.20 1.00 264.00 8.121 5.96

Light cover bushland, or poor grass cover, or low density pasture, or low cover bare fallows

Road surfaces and paved areas

n = 0.045 Average grassed surface

https://pittsherry.sharepoint.com/sites/P.22.1540/Shared Documents/20 Investigation and Design/2.0 Civil/Hydro/SMP/04 Hughenden/Rational method to 
QUDM 04 Hughenden.xlsx\C01 Dev 8/09/2023



Job No. P.22.1540 Date 7/09/2023
Job Name Copperstring Hughenden
Subject Stormwater Management
By Drew Wilson

Calculation Checked Arthur Bool
User inputs are in yellow cells Verified Martin Jacobs

Estimation of runoff by Rational Method in accordance with QUDM
https://www.dews.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/78128/qudm2013-provisional.pdf
Catchment area

Sub-catchment Area (ha) Fi Area x fi

C02 Existing 0.333 0% 0.000

TOTAL 0.333 0.00 0.000

C10 Values

Pervious area land description

Pervious soil permeability Low
1 hour 10 yr rainfall intensity 59.9 mm/hr From IFD data

Time of concentration
Components tc (mins)

Standard inlet time
5.0

Overland sheet flow (Friend's Equation)
Oveland sheet flow path length 0 m
Horton's n 0.045
Slope of surface (%) 3.0% 0.0
Channel or pipe flow time
Channel or pipe length 0 m
Mean velocity 0.70 m/s
Channel or pipe length 0 m
Mean velocity 1.00 m/s 0.0
TOTAL (minutes) 5.0
TOTAL (hours) 0.083

Rational Method Calculation
Flow case C10 Fy Cy i (mm/hr) A (ha) Q (m3/s)

Q001 0.70 0.80 0.56 92.60 0.333 0.05
Q002 0.70 0.85 0.60 107.00 0.333 0.06
Q005 0.70 0.95 0.67 151.00 0.333 0.09
Q010 0.70 1.00 0.70 179.00 0.333 0.12
Q020 0.70 1.05 0.74 206.00 0.333 0.14
Q050 0.70 1.15 0.81 239.00 0.333 0.18
Q100 0.70 1.20 0.84 264.00 0.333 0.21

Light cover bushland, or poor grass cover, or low density pasture, or low cover bare fallows

Road surfaces and paved areas

n = 0.045 Average grassed surface

https://pittsherry.sharepoint.com/sites/P.22.1540/Shared Documents/20 Investigation and Design/2.0 Civil/Hydro/SMP/04 Hughenden/Rational method to 
QUDM 04 Hughenden.xlsx\C02 Ex 8/09/2023



Job No. P.22.1540 Date 7/09/2023
Job Name Copperstring Hughenden
Subject Stormwater Management
By Drew Wilson

Calculation Checked Arthur Bool
User inputs are in yellow cells Verified Martin Jacobs

Estimation of runoff by Rational Method in accordance with QUDM
https://www.dews.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/78128/qudm2013-provisional.pdf
Catchment area

Sub-catchment Area (ha) Fi Area x fi

C02 Dev 0.333 90% 0.300

TOTAL 0.333 0.90 0.300

C10 Values

Pervious area land description

Pervious soil permeability Low
1 hour 10 yr rainfall intensity 59.9 mm/hr From IFD data

Time of concentration
Components tc (mins)

Standard inlet time
5.0

Overland sheet flow (Friend's Equation)
Oveland sheet flow path length 0 m
Horton's n 0.045
Slope of surface (%) 3.0% 0.0
Channel or pipe flow time
Channel or pipe length 130 m
Mean velocity 0.70 m/s
Channel or pipe length 0 m
Mean velocity 1.00 m/s 0.0
TOTAL (minutes) 5.0
TOTAL (hours) 0.083

Rational Method Calculation
Flow case C10 Fy Cy i (mm/hr) A (ha) Q (m3/s)

Q001 0.87 0.80 0.70 92.60 0.333 0.06
Q002 0.87 0.85 0.74 107.00 0.333 0.07
Q005 0.87 0.95 0.83 151.00 0.333 0.12
Q010 0.87 1.00 0.87 179.00 0.333 0.14
Q020 0.87 1.05 0.91 206.00 0.333 0.17
Q050 0.87 1.15 1.00 239.00 0.333 0.22
Q100 0.87 1.20 1.00 264.00 0.333 0.24

Light cover bushland, or poor grass cover, or low density pasture, or low cover bare fallows

Road surfaces and paved areas

n = 0.045 Average grassed surface

https://pittsherry.sharepoint.com/sites/P.22.1540/Shared Documents/20 Investigation and Design/2.0 Civil/Hydro/SMP/04 Hughenden/Rational method to 
QUDM 04 Hughenden.xlsx\C02 Dev 8/09/2023
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